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Abstract: The paper presents a methodology to set up a software product used to design drainage arrangements for soil with excessive humidity. Due to the fact that the design of a complex software programme has to be carried out as a team, we have to strictly follow certain steps: problem analysis, application design, sub-problem analysis, programming language transposition, programme testing, drawing up the documentation and checking the final product. The paper presents a case study to achieve a software application for drainage design.
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL ISSUES

Considering the great importance of soils with excessive humidity in agriculture, as well as the great number of socio-economic objectives lying in such an area, draining-sewing works are a core issue.

Draining-sewing systems, as designed according to a specific drainage flow calculated on the level of the years 1960-1970, can no longer cope with the evacuation of excessive water, considering the high level of rainfalls leading to floods. Most of the draining-pipes are clogged up and are influenced by vegetation, while the thirty-year old pumps are not efficient anymore. All these elements harm the exploitation of the systems.

Currently, the requirements and demands on the level of the European Union impose a new approach of the global environmental issues from the point of view of the impact and tension on the environment and of all the consequences of the socio-economic development. As far as land improvement is concerned, we need to modernise the irrigation and draining-sewing systems existing on a national level, so that they may become reliable and efficient. This may be done by providing modern equipment with the adequate calculation technology and the appropriate software that facilitate optimal system design and exploitation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generally, any problem that has to be solved with the assistance of the computer involves certain stages to reach the solution. We will further present the steps to set up an informatics product to calculate the distance between the drains.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Problem analysis
At this stage, we study the problem and establish the entry data, the output data and we formulate the detailed requirements of the user (beneficiary). The final result should be the thorough understanding of the requirements – the problem specifications or field, and to eliminate any ambiguity of the general formulation.

Problem: Calculating the investment needed to plan the draining works on a hectare of soil.

The calculation formula for the problem is as follows:

\[ I_s = \frac{\text{cost} \times 10}{L} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where
- \( I_s \) – specific investment;
- Cost – lei/km;
- \( L \) – drain length for one hectare.

When analysing the problem, the problem will be analysed according to a top-down pattern, that is, the problem will be first analysed in general, then decomposed in sub-problems.

Moulding the application – it is based on a functional decomposition into modules.

A system is divided into subsystems providing one, or more, functions, called services. In a structured approach, each subsystem contains a series of resources making up a functional unit (the subsystem in itself) that actually consists of a series of procedures and functions. The application mould is reduced to a top-down type approach.

The results of the moulding procedure itself consist in fact of three models:

- Static model – suggests the constructive units of the application (modules) and establishes their levelled hierarchy relation;
- Dynamic model – suggests the succession in time of the events and the stages through which the application passes as their direct consequence;
- Functional model – describes the data flow between the application components, each processing being moulded as an independent process.

For this problem we will choose the functional model. The following information results from the beneficiary:

- After studies and lab measurements, we determine the hydraulic and geometric features of the draining tubes of the filtering materials;
- The distance between the drains is calculated for a soil profile (Figure 1) by using Ernst’s formula:

\[ h = \frac{q \cdot D_e}{K_1} + \frac{q \cdot L^2}{8 \cdot K_1 \cdot T_e} + \frac{q \cdot L}{K_1} \cdot \ln \frac{\alpha \cdot D_0}{U} + \frac{q \cdot L}{K_1} \cdot \zeta_{ef} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where:
\[ T_e = D_1 + D_2 \cdot \frac{K_2}{K_1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

- We notice that for the calculation of the distance between the drains we need the hydraulic resistance quotient at entrance to the draining tube (\( \zeta_{ef} \)) that we calculate with I. David’s relation;
- \( L \) is determined by solving the second degree equation in Ernst’s formula;
- The number of drain lines is determined on a 100-meter width, as well as the needed drain length and the specific investment.
Analysis of each sub-problem

At this stage, we set up a method to solve each sub-problem. We then set up an algorithm on the basis of each and every method. At this stage, it is better to check each algorithm after conceiving it.

The following is an example for the calculation of the hydraulic resistance quotient at water entrance to the draining tube (\( \zeta_d \)), with I. David’s relation:

\[ B < \frac{\pi \cdot d_o}{n} \]
The calculation of \( \zeta_{if} \) according to I. David for the case of the four geometries of the draining tube slots in figure 2, provided the existence of a certain width around the filter exists or not, is the following:

\[
\zeta_{if} = \alpha \cdot \left[ \frac{1}{\sin \frac{2\pi}{d_0}} \ln \frac{1}{n} - \frac{1}{2\chi} \ln \left( A_1 + \sqrt{A_1^2 + 1} \right) \left( A_2 + \sqrt{A_2^2 + 1} \right) \right] + \\
+ \beta \cdot \frac{1}{\sin \frac{\ell}{2B}} \ln \left( B_1 + \sqrt{B_1^2 + 1} \right) \left( B_2 + \sqrt{B_2^2 + 1} \right)
\]

(4)

where:

- for the holes (lugs) along the generator \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) have the following expressions:
  \[
  \alpha = \frac{2 \cdot B}{n \cdot \pi \cdot \ell} ; \quad \beta = \frac{2 \cdot B}{\pi^2 \cdot d_0}
  \]
  (5)

- for holes (slots) along the circumference, we have as follows:
  \[
  \alpha = \frac{2}{n \cdot \pi} ; \quad \beta = \frac{2 \cdot B}{\pi \cdot n \cdot b}
  \]
  (6)

These differences originate in the acceptance of a debit concentration on the two directions depending on the overweight of lugs (slots) after the generator, circumference respectively.

In the relation (4) \( A_1, A_2, B_1, B_2, \) and \( \chi \) have the following expressions:
Where:
- \( \ell \) - lugs length along the generator (width of the slots on circumference);
- \( b \) – lugs width along the generator (respectively slots length on circumference);
- \( B \) – distance between the lugs (slots along the generator);
- \( n \) – number of lugs (slots) on circumference;
- \( d_o \) – external diameter of the draining tube;
- \( d_f \) – external diameter of the filter;
- \( k_{fc} \) – permeability quotient of the filtering material;
- \( k_{sol} \) – permeability quotient of the surveyed soil.

For particular cases, in the classical calculation, the formulae are simplified, but in the case of the programme, it is enough to analyse the general case, as the others are obtained for specific data samples.

Transposing the algorithm in a programming language
At this stage, special attention will be paid to variable declaration. It is better to avoid using global variables, except for entry-output elements that will clearly be used by most sub-programmes.

Each module will be implemented through a separate sub-programme (function or procedure). Thus, to calculate the hydraulic resistance quotient \( Z_{if} \), we will use a function (implemented under C++) that will return a corresponding real value with the following prototype:

\[
\text{float coef_rez_hidr()}\]

To determine \( L \), a function carrying the parameter transmitted through the hydraulic resistance quotient value will be used; it will have the following prototype:

\[
\text{float calcullung (float *zif);}\]

The implementation of the function calculating the hydraulic resistance quotient is the following:

\[
A_1 = \frac{\left(\frac{d_f}{d_o}\right)^n - 1}{2\left(\frac{d_f}{d_o}\right)^{\frac{n}{2}} \sin \frac{nb}{2d_o}}; \quad A_2 = \frac{\left(\frac{d_f}{d_o}\right)^{\frac{2n}{n}} - 1}{2\left(\frac{d_f}{d_o}\right)^{\frac{n}{2}} \sin \frac{nb}{2d_o}} \tag{7}\]

\[
B_1 = \frac{\sin \frac{\pi d_f}{B}}{\sin \frac{\pi \cdot \ell}{2B}}; \quad B_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{\sin \frac{\pi d_f}{B}}{\sin \frac{\pi \cdot \ell}{2B}}\right)^2 \left(\frac{\sin \frac{\pi \cdot \ell}{2B}}{\sin \frac{\pi d_f}{B}}\right)^2 - 1} \right] \tag{8}\]

\[
\chi = \frac{k_{fc}}{k_{sol}} \tag{9}\]
float coef_rez_hidr()
{
float pi=3.14159;
int opt, n;
float lambda, b, d0, df, kfc, ksol, alfa, beta, hi;
float A1, A2, B1, B2, zita1, zita2; zita;
clrscr();
cout<<<\nCalculul coeficientului de rezistenta hidraulica'';
cout<<<\nDate de intrare'';
cout<<<\nLungimea sliturilor in lungul generatoarei''; cin>>lambda;
cout<<<\nLatimea sliturilor in lungul generatoarei''; cin>>b;
cout<<<\nDistanta intre slituri''; cin>> B;
cout<<<\nNumarul sliturilor (fantelor) pe circumferinta''; cin>n;
cout<<<\nDiametrul exterior al tubului de dren '' cin>d0;
cout<<<\nDiametrul exterior al filtrului ''; cin>>df;
cout<<<\nCoeficientul de permeabilitate a materialului filtrant''; cin>>kfc;
cout<<<\nCoeficientul de permeabilitate a solului studiat''; cin>>ksol;
clrscr();
cout<<<\nRelatia de calcul dupa David \n'';
cout<<<\nAlegeti varianta \n'';
cout<<<\n 1. pentru orificiile practicate in lungul generatoarei'';
cout<<<\n 2. pentru orificiile practicate in lungul circumferintei'';
cin>>opt;
switch(opt)
{case 1: alfa= 2*B/(n*pi*lambda); beta=2*B/(pi*pi*d0); break;
case 2: alfa=2/(n*pi); beta=2*B/(pi*n*b); break;
default: cout<<\n Varianta incorecta \n'';
}
if ((opt==1)) || (opt==2))
{ hi=kfc/ksol;
A1=(pow(df/d0,n)-1)/(2*pow((df/d0), n/2)*sin((n*b)/(2*d0)));
A2=sqrt((pow(df/d0,2*n)-1))/(2*pow((df/d0),n/2)*sin((n*b)/(2*d0)));
B1=(sinh((df-d0))/B)/sin(pi*lambda/(2*B));
B2=sqrt(sqrt(1+4*pow((sinh(pi*(df-d0))/sin(pi*lambda/(2*B))),2)*pow((cosh(pi*(df-d0))/sin(pi*lambda/(2*B))),2)-1)/2;
zita1 = alfa*(log(1/sin((n*b)/(2*d0)))+(1-hi)/(2*hi)*log((A1+sqrt(A1*A1+1)))*(A2+sqrt(A2*A2+1))));
zita2 = beta*(log(1/sin(lambda/(2*B)))+(1-hi)/(2*hi)*log((B1+sqrt(B1*B1+1)))*(B2+sqrt(B2*B2+1))));
zita=zita1+zita2;
return zita;}
The function should be checked right after implementation by using at least 10 sets of data experimentally obtained as entries and data provided by calculation as outputs. If the data have not close values, the algorithm should be checked step-by-step to eliminate possible errors (of conception or elaboration). A correct algorithm will provide more precise data than the classical method of calculation.
Testing the programme

The action of testing a programme is different from the other stages due to its rather destructive character, as the aim is to set forth the malfunction of the output. From a psychological point of view, the programmer has to adopt a “hostile” attitude towards the programme and determine as many errors as possible.

The data experimentally obtained will be introduced and the results obtained will be checked, in order to see if they fit the error limit. This should be done in two ways:
- functional testing (black box method) – knowing the functions the programme has to fulfil, the samples will be conceived in such a manner to confirm that each function is fully completed;
- structural testing (transparent box method) – knowing the structure (instructions) of the programme, the samples are conceived in such a manner to provide a convincing testing of all parts of the programme.

The testing should be witnessed by both the programmer and the specialist in the field of draining.

Elaborating the user’s guide

At this stage, a user’s guide, or a tutorial CD, should be drawn up for the programme. This should be complete and easy to understand by an ordinary user.

Checking the final product is the last step in making an informatics product and aims at determining and eliminating inconveniences noticed by the beneficiary after a certain period of using the informatics product, called trial period.

The possible alterations should be written down in the user’s guide as “further notes”, or “version notes”.

After this step, the product is delivered together with the necessary documents and eventually, upon request from the beneficiary, training of the staff to be in charge with it.

CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the computer in the design activity has increased its efficiency. In Romania, after 1990, several companies specialised in soft in different fields have been created. Programming is a team work and clearly respects the steps as mentioned in this paper.

One of the greatest problems that may come up in conceiving a complex informatics product is communication with the beneficiary. Should a small detail be misunderstood by the programmer, the product is no longer reliable.

For these reasons, it is better that the informatics products be made by a team; at least one person in the team should have double specialisation (both programming and land management).

This soft facilitates a quick design calculation of distance between drains by calculating the value of the hydraulic resistance quotient at water entrance to the drain, or in the drain complex + filter ($Q_h$) by using the results of the lab draining surveys.
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